
 RBGC Advanced Highpower Clinic 

Date: March 03, 2023

Sponsor: River Bend Gun Club

Location: Dawsonville, GA

Eligibility: Open for experienced current High Power Rifle Competitors, RBGC membership not required 

to attend.

Fees: $5 to cover Target costs

Equipment Required: legal CMP/NRA Service Rifle or NRA Match Rifle are welcome, and all your 

regular competition gear. Bring your data book if you use them, or a notebook, you will need them.  

Ammunition Requirements: minimum 150 rds, more won't hurt 

Targets: SR, SR3,  will be used at 200, 300 yards respectively

Pit duty: All participants will be required to pull pits, Etargets will NOT be in use, personal or otherwise.

Registration:   8:15-8:30 AM , first block of instruction to begin immediatly after the safety briefing. All 

firing or instruction blocks to follow start times will be based on attendees progression. We will train to 

standard, and not to time.  The course will include various topics, to include but not limited to, overall 

approach, establishing repeatable and reliable zero's, a focus on HOW and WHAT to practice both live 

fire and dry fire, how to identify and correct position/rifle/ammo errors and inconsistancies, with guided 

practical live fire exercises throughout the course to reinforce and build skills. This clinic is not a basic or 

beginner clinic. It is designed for the current experienced competitor trying to get Distinguished points, 

trying to get Master or High Master classifications, or even the High Master trying to hit that 99% score. 

This clinic will teach you how to Practice, how to achieve objectives and how to put your mental game in 

the right place for success at high levels of competition with the focus being on the 200 and 300 yard 

line events of competion, standing, sitting rapid, and prone rapid. Heavy emphasis will be on learning 

practical drills that you will use to set practice routines required to advance your current skill. Make sure 

your rifle works, and can make it through 150 rds.  Bring your own refreshments and lunch. If weather 

permits we will grill out after the clinic is over and have the AAR

Contact: you can contact me at  jonathanoneal@RBGC.org




